Abstract-This paper presents a frequency domain identification of dynamic model parameters for frictional presliding behavior. The identification procedure for the dynamic model parameters, i.e., 1) the stiffness and 2) the damping of the presliding phenomenon, is reduced from performing several dedicated experiments to one experiment where the system is excited with random noise and the frequency response function (FRF) of the phenomenon is measured. Time domain validation experiments on a servomechanism show accurate estimates of the dynamic model parameters for the linearized presliding behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
VER THE past decade the use of dynamic friction models has grown immensely [2] , [9] , [10] . The LuGre model [2] , that is closely related to the work of [11] , [10] , is a commonly used model for friction 1) compensation [2] , [14] , [15] ; 2) simulation [5] , [10] ; and 3) observer design [6] , [16] . The strength of the dynamic LuGre friction model is the ability to describe a large number of practically observed friction phenomena; for references of these phenomena see [1] . One of the interesting observed frictional properties is the presliding displacement [3] , i.e., spring-like behavior for near zero relative velocity (stiction). Here, we are interested in the identification of this phenomenon, which is also described by the dynamic LuGre model.
The identification of the LuGre model is described in [12] , [5] . The idea is to estimate the model parameters in different friction regimes, i.e., 1) in the sliding phase and 2) in the stick phase, by performing appropriate experiments in each regime. The estimation of the sliding parameters in the Stribeck friction curve can be done by various techniques, e.g., a least-squares method [12] or extended Kalman filtering [7] . However, the identification of the presliding phenomenon is far from trivial and performing suitable experiments is time-consuming as discussed in [12] . Furthermore, the dynamic parameter corresponding to the damping of the elastic bristles is often given a value instead of being estimated such that a well-damped behavior is obtained for zero velocity crossing [13] . Another drawback of the proposed identification procedures [12] , [13] is the need for measurement or reconstruction of the relative velocity. Here, the second-order description of the linearized LuGre model in the stiction regime will be used to perform a frequency domain identification of the dynamic parameters. The advantage of this technique is that the necessary measurements are solely the sampled system position and input. Thus time-consuming experiments are replaced by a single experiment where the system is excited with random noise and the frequency response function (FRF) of the system is measured. Moreover, both the stiffness and damping of the presliding behavior can be estimated from the measured FRF.
To perform this technique a high-resolution encoder is used to observe the presliding behavior. Furthermore, a comment on the linearization of the LuGre friction model in the stick phase will be given and the notion of generalized differentials [8] will be addressed to obtain the linearization. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we will give a short description of the dynamic LuGre model, the linearization and the presliding phenomenon. The experimental setup used for the presliding measurements will be described in Section III. The frequency domain identification and time domain validation will be discussed in Section IV. In Section V the paper will be concluded and further research topics will be addressed.
II. THE LUGRE MODEL AND PRESLIDING BEHAVIOR
In the LuGre model, the friction force during stiction is modeled as the average force applied by a set of elastic springs under a tangential microscopic displacement. An interpretation of these elastic springs can be given under the assumption that the two moving surfaces are in contact by a large number of bristles with a certain stiffness [10] , which can be represented as depicted in Fig. 1 . To incorporate this phenomenon in a continuous friction model extra dynamics describing the average bristle displacement is needed. Hence, extra model parameters, i.e., bristle stiffness and damping, are introduced to model these dynamics. The LuGre friction model implements it as where is the tangential friction force; the average bristle deflection; the relative velocity between the two surfaces; the Stribeck curve for steady-state velocities; the bristle stiffness; the bristle damping. the viscous damping-coefficient and the dynamic model parameters; In [2] , the presliding behavior of the model is investigated and it is concluded that the phenomenon qualitatively describes the experimentally observed results in [3] . The model lacks the plastic deformation property that is hard to capture in one model describing both the sliding phase and stick phase. A simulated presliding displacement of the LuGre model is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) for model parameters as given in Table I . A unit mass subjected to friction is considered where an external force -slowly ramped up to 95% of the static friction -is applied with an initial state of the system equal to zero . Then the force is decreased slowly to the negative counterpart of the maximal applied force, i.e.,
[N], and this cycle is repeated. An interesting point in the stress-strain curve of Fig. 2(a) is the initial state . In this initial state, where Fig. 2(b) shows the time responses of the states, the time derivatives of and are visibly equal. Furthermore, the state after one cycle of is again zero and illustrates the lack of the ability to model plastic deformations.
Due to the nonsmoothness of the LuGre model, i.e., the presence of an absolute-value operator on the relative velocity in (2), the derivation of the linearization for the initial state needs special attention. Obviously, the right-hand side of (2) is not absolutely differentiable at . However, it possesses a left and right derivative defined as
The subdifferentials of Clarke [8] , also called generalized differentials, can be used in this case and states that the generalized derivative of vectorfield at state is declared as any value included between its left and right derivative. The closed convex hull of the derivative extremes is called the generalized differential of at co Now, the generalized differential of the vector field with respect to can be regarded as the generalized Jacobian in the sense of Clarke where and are, respectively, the left and right Jacobian matrices. The generalized Jacobian matrix in the zero state becomes which is independent of , i.e., no convex combination of left and right Jacobian matrices. This is due to the fact that for this special situation the left and right Jacobian are equal. However, it should be emphasized that this is not always the case for nonsmooth differential equations and then the notion of subdifferentials is essential. Returning to the linearized system, the observed initially equal time derivatives of and in Fig. 2(b) is mathematically shown since . Now the substitution of is possible and the linearization of the unit mass subjected to LuGre friction for zero state reads (3) (4) where represents the stiffness and the damping of the linearized system.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A rotating arm system consisting of 1) an induction motor; 2) a low backlash planetary transmission; and 3) a rotating arm will be considered here. Due to the bearings and seals in the motor and transmission, the inertia of the total system, i.e., the combined inertia of the separate elements, is subjected to friction. The angular displacement of the system is measured with a high-resolution encoder that produces two sinusoidal signals as output. These two 90 in phase-shifted signals, i.e., an analog sine and an analog cosine, are interpolated and digitized into two 90 in phase-shifted square-wave pulse trains, i.e., two TTL signals. The interpolation degree is set to 40, which results in a resolution of increments per revolution of the motor shaft. Due to a gear ratio of the transmission of 8.192 the resolution of the angular arm displacement measurements becomes increments per revolution. The induction motor is supplied by a pulse width modulation source inverter which translates the input signal, i.e., the desired torque expressed in a voltage, intothreephase signals with a fundamental frequency. This source inverter actually controls the torque produced by the motor to the desired torque. The input signal of the source inverter and the TTL encoder signals are, respectively, sent and read by a dSPACE system [4] . During the experiments the sample frequency of the dSPACE system is set to 10 [kHz]. To perform on-line frequency domain measurements, the input signal and the angular displacement are processed by a SigLab system [18] . A schematic representation of the setup is given in Fig. 3 and the specifications of the separate experimental elements are given in Table II .
IV. FREQUENCY DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION AND TIME DOMAIN VALIDATION
The system under consideration can be modeled as (5) Fig. 3 . Experimental setup. (1) and (2). Linearizing (5) as presented in Section II for the stiction regime and zero state the linearized system in frequency domain reads (6) To estimate this frequency response function (FRF) , the system is excited with a PRBS signal of a bandwidth up to 500 [Hz] and a root mean square (rms) level below the static friction . The measured FRF is obtained by averaging 50 time series of 8192 samples at a sample frequency of 10 [kHz] with a Hanning window and 50% overlap.
Since the linearization (3) and (4) is only locally valid, the nonlinear behavior is investigated on by varying the RMS level of the noise within the static friction of the system. In Fig. 2(a) the dynamic parameter is depicted as the stiffness of the friction torque for small variations of the presliding displacement under small variations of the applied torque . Hence, the noise level used during the experiment should be very small to obtain valid measurements for the linearized model. A noise level up to the static friction will give an "averaged" stiffness lower than the real stiffness. In Fig. 4(a) , this nonlinear behavior is shown for increasing noise levels. The magnitude of the various FRFs for frequencies approaching zero represent the gain of the presliding behavior. In Table III , the rough estimates of the stiffness for the different noise levels are given. As expected, the stiffness decreases, i.e., increases, as the level of excitation increases.
To estimate a second-order FRF from the measured with the smallest noise level, an iterative procedure of convex combination steps similar to the SK-iteration of Sanathanan and Koerner [17] is used. Inspection of the measured FRF shows high-order behavior for frequencies above 150 [Hz] . Since it is not our goal to identify this behavior, the focus will be on the second -order dynamics up to 150 [Hz] . The measured and estimated are depicted in Here, the parameters have to be considered as the lumped compliance and impedance of the total system rather than the stiffness and damping of the friction alone. Hence, in the sequel of the paper the parameters will be addressed as the dynamic model parameters for the frictional presliding behavior.
The obtained dynamic model parameters are validated by two time domain experiments, i.e., 1) a break-away experiment and 2) sinusoidal excitation of the system in the stick regime. First a ramp input is used to perform a break-away experiment, where the voltage applied is given by . The measured and simulated responses are depicted in Fig. 5 , where in the upper part the macroscopic displacement is given and in the lower part the microscopic or presliding displacement. From the lower part can be concluded that the estimated dynamic model parameters and the LuGre model are valid for the linearization described in Section II, since the slope of the measured response and the LuGre model response are equal for small input torques. In comparison to the LuGre model shows the system response larger presliding displacements for larger input torques. The reason is yet unclear but might be explained by: 1) plastic deformation or creep of the system is not incorporated in the LuGre model and 2) the LuGre model structure is too limited to describe the presliding behavior accurately, e.g., the stiffness might be a nonlinear function in or . On the other hand the macroscopic differences are very small. To investigate the obtained dynamic model parameters and the LuGre model for the presliding behavior more extensively, the system is excited with two sinusoidal input torques. In Fig. 6(a) , the applied torque has a frequency of 20 [Hz] and an amplitude of 0.01 [V] that is equal to the noise level used for the identification procedure. Again the estimated dynamic model parameters and the LuGre model are able to predict the presliding behavior very accurately. In Fig. 6(b) , the results of a second sinusoidal experiment is shown with a frequency of [Hz] and an amplitude of 0.035 [V], i.e., 90% of the static Friction . For these larger input torques the system response gives again larger microscopic displacement than the LuGre model. The reason for this difference in the presliding behavior can be sought in the arguments given above.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates a frequency domain identification technique for the dynamic model parameters in the frictional presliding behavior. To perform this frequency domain identification the dynamic LuGre friction model is linearized to obtain a linear second-order description that is locally valid in the stick regime. The identification procedure is reduced from performing several dedicated experiments to one experiment where the system is excited with random noise and the FRF of the system is measured. The measured FRF is used to estimate both dynamic model parameters, i.e., 1) the stiffness and 2) the damping . Excitation of the presliding behavior outside the linearization shows a nonlinear behavior that describes a decreasing stiffness for an increasing applied torque. This phenomenon is also incorporated in the dynamic LuGre friction model.
Time domain validation experiments show accurate estimation of the dynamic model parameters for the linearized presliding behavior, i.e., locally valid around zero presliding displacement and zero applied force. However, the applicability of the dynamic LuGre friction model for the description of the entire presliding phenomenon, i.e., the total stick regime for an applied force lower than the static friction , is limited. Extensive evaluation of the presliding behavior will be a topic of future research as well as the modification of the LuGre model to obtain a more accurate dynamic friction model for the description of the presliding phenomenon.
